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1. What would you like to see for Health & Physical Activity
Programming in the Community?
Grade 4 Reponses:
spourts tourniming

Grade 5 responses:
Soccer in the evenings in the summer time.
I would like to see more Tennis classes.
No drinking, no littering we want a clean town. a bully free community.

Grade 7 responses:
more outside gym
i dont know
don't know
team work as in playing games that every one likes and that if you wouldnt want to play the
game that everyone else is playing you could go play what ever you would like in a rom or a
corner

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
a gym work out place or gymnastics
nothing

Grade 11 responses:

youth gym nights
sports
more basketball programs
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2. Examples of Health and Physical Activity - pick the ones that you
would like to see.
Grade 4 Reponses:
music programs;

Grade 5 responses:
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
biking group;
Crafting;music programs;biking group;hiking group;

Grade 7 responses:
claying;music programs;hiking group;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;

Grade 8 responses:
hockey after school;
boxing class;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video
Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;biking group;hiking group;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;

Grade 11 responses:

slime makeing;music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make
YouTube Videos;
basketball;

3. What would you like to see for mental health? What things can be
done to help students with their mental health?
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Grade 4 Reponses:
see counsolor , youth confrences

Grade 5 responses:
I don't know
To eat all your vegetables all the time.
To learn more in science.

Grade 7 responses:
a calm room that relaxes you
more help for them.
i dont know
help with the smoking and drinking thats going on in the community that we could try and
help the young ones so they become a alcoholic or a smoking kid i would like to help them
with learning and so they can become what they want when they are older

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
listen to music so they don't get distracted by other students
nothing

Grade 11 responses:

talk to each other
see counselor
youth conferences
more youth programs

3. What do you need help with?
Grade 4 Reponses:
eat healthy more physical activity help with homework

Grade 5 responses:
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Learning how to read and spell out words.
To get better at reading at school.
I need help with building wooden toys.

Grade 7 responses:
nothing much
nothing
just some stuff
nothing really everythings going good

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
help focus on work like listen to music
nothing

Grade 11 responses:

eat healthy
play outside
getting rides like a bus
help with work
my emotional health

4. What do your friends need help with?
Grade 4 Reponses:
Help woth math

Grade 5 responses:
I don't know
I don't know
my friends need better materials to learn.

Grade 7 responses:
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nothin
i dont know
don't know
to stop smoking and drinking and that you can help them learn more and stay ahead

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
being quiet
nothing

Grade 11 responses:

work,rides,math
emotional support

5. What subjects or interests would you like to learn more?
Grade 4 Reponses:
Math
art
cree
michif

Grade 5 responses:
I want to learn more about reading, math and soccer.
I want to learn different languages.
Science and building

Grade 7 responses:
art and yea thats all
math
math, art
math and science

Grade 8 responses:
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MATH
workshop place stuff
math

Grade 11 responses:

math,art,cree,mitchif
planting fruits and veggies

6. New Subjects that you would like to learn? or something else
Grade 4 Reponses:
Robotics

Grade 5 responses:
photography
computer applications
Robotics

Grade 7 responses:
computer applications
Robotics
computer applications
computer applications

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
video production
Robotics

Grade 11 responses:

video production
photography
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7. What would you like to see for Culture and Tradition in your school?
Grade 4 Reponses:
deer cutting ice fishing

Grade 5 responses:
making stuff
I don't know
Baking, crafting and sewing

Grade 7 responses:
more history about natives
more cree
don't know
skinning hide and making snowshoes and mocasins

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
let kids show there interests in our culture and answer them and make sure there true
storys

Grade 11 responses:

ice fishing
makeing hides
beading
picking medicens
yes

8. What do you want to be when you grow up? What do you think you
need to learn to help to get a Job?
Grade 4 Reponses:
grandpa
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Grade 5 responses:
Youtuber, I don't know
build stuff and draw
A doctor, I need to try to learn.

Grade 7 responses:
more about what we can be when we're older
i dont know yet
i don't know i want to be a artist i guess
i wanna be a caseworker

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
police officer also i would like to learn how to box
any

Grade 11 responses:

singer and teacher
singing lessons
learning
i want to be a social wroker

9. What activities would you like to see in your community? For the
other members in your community parents, older cousins and
Grandparents and all other community members?
Grade 4 Reponses:
toy bingo
family nights
winter fest

Grade 5 responses:
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playing more soccer
I don't know
Help other people, rebuild houses, Community dinners.

Grade 7 responses:
more family meals
i dont know.
don't know
cooking getting along with others

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
feasts once a year and let kids have better activates at a public place
nothing

Grade 11 responses:

family nights
carnivals
winter fest
more skating, sledding, sports and youth with parents nights at the band hall

10. Most important for Youth in your community?
Grade 4 Reponses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;

Grade 5 responses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Employment;

Grade 7 responses:
Education;Employment;
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Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

Grade 8 responses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Culture;

Grade 11 responses:

Reduced at risk behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

11. What do you need right now? How can the community help to stop
youth suicide in the MLTC Reserves?
Grade 4 Reponses:
look out for bullys
trips
sharing circles

Grade 5 responses:
I don't know
Help them by doing activities with kids and being nice to them.
Help getting rid of the bears. To put on more presentations about bullying, violence or pure
pressure.

Grade 7 responses:
more talking too
talk to them
i don't know
stop bullying stop and let them do what they want make sure they dont do things that will
effect their after life or future
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Grade 8 responses:
IDK
home shouldn't be a place for extra work or be more understanding with kids don't assume
let kids be more free then like being in a prison
just stop

Grade 11 responses:

look out for bullies
show them the bright side of life
trips
sharing circle
a youth center with pool tables

12. what do you do when you feel pressured or stressed?
Grade 4 Reponses:
play with stress toys talk to someone like a gardian or a parent

Grade 5 responses:
I take a walk, or I just watch YouTube videos.
I try to take a break if I get mad.
Hit snow, play games to lose my anger, or I go to my friends house.

Grade 7 responses:
talk to myself and count to 10
sad.
don't know
try and stay calm think about something good try to forget about what happend or what is
happening

Grade 8 responses:

listen to music or let some steam out by working out or just working
nothing
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Grade 11 responses:

connect with the land
setting goals
more trips
connect with the land
setting goals
more trips

13. What would you like to see from the schools and community to help
students stay in school ?
Grade 4 Reponses:
connect with the land
setting goals
more trips

Grade 5 responses:
I don't know
To come to school everyday
Make it fun

Grade 7 responses:
more activties
idk
funner stuff i guess
make sure that they dont have any illegal drugs or drinks on them when they come in the
school

Grade 8 responses:
HAVE THE SCHOOL WIFI AND LET STUDENTS GO ON THERE PHONES
teachers should be more understanding in how kids simply don't understand the math or any
other activity or try not to make it sound complicated when teaching something
nothing
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Grade 11 responses:

stop bullies
connect with the land
setting goals
more trips
getting paid

14. Why do you come to school?
Grade 4 Reponses:
to learn and not be smart when im older
have fun
be safe
get better grades
making friends
field trips

Grade 5 responses:
To learn
So I could learn and read and get better.
because I have to

Grade 7 responses:
to learn and get educaton
to learn ofc.
to learn more thing and so you can get a job.
to learn more and to get education

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
i prefer the world as my class room, I come to school so my family to be happy but being
away from my parents six hours five days a week until were eight teen is a wast of time what
if i educate myself than suddenly die or get killed all that learning for nothing i rather learn by
my parents or nature maybe die trying or surviving
to learn
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Grade 11 responses:

to learn
to have fun
feel safe
to get better grades
making friends
trips
i want to make my mom and grandma proud, to have a successful life too

15. Why are students dropping out? what can be done to help students
stay in school and graduate?
Grade 4 Reponses:
bullying work is too hard

Grade 5 responses:
I don't know
They don't like school. They need to try come to school everyday.
Because they are sick. I don't know.

Grade 7 responses:
not to have damn kids lol
school is to boring
i don't know but i wish i can help
they are dropping out from depression and drugs and a lot of bad bullies

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
they could have longer breaks also they could sign in for an extra hour of different kind of
learning like our culture
tell to go to school
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Grade 11 responses:

bullying,the work is too hard,they have to work.
because they're lazy and they usually get pregnant

16. What weekend activities does your community need?
Grade 4 Reponses:
sleep overs
slime making skating sliding swimming hanging out with friends

Grade 5 responses:
Play more soccer and hockey.
Different stuff
Building teepees

Grade 7 responses:
more meals and a breakfast place
nothing
don't know
more powwows and round dances

Grade 8 responses:
IDK
boxing class and culture learning
sports

Grade 11 responses:

sleep overs
skating
sliding
swimming
slime making
basketball
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17. Does your community need more facilities or upgrades
Grade 4 Reponses:
Track and Field

Grade 5 responses:
Mountain Bike trails
Mountain Bike trails
Track and Field

Grade 7 responses:
Track and Field
Walking paths
Youth Centre upgrades
Youth Centre upgrades

Grade 8 responses:
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Classroom

Grade 11 responses:

Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
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